All FireHawk Photoelectric type smoke alarms are approved to EN14604-2005, the most recent and rigorous European Smoke Alarm Standard.

The **Photoelectric sensing chamber** is particularly sensitive to slow smouldering fires typically originating in living rooms, bedrooms and hallways whilst being highly resistant to nuisance alarms.

- **BATTERY OPERATED.** 1 year 9 volt PP3 type battery.
- Approved to EN14604:2005, smoke alarm devices.
- **LOW BATTERY WARNING.** Alarm gives one beep every 40 seconds.
- Red LED flashes approximately every 40 seconds confirming unit is receiving power and ready to detect fire conditions (Quiescent Mode)
- **LOUD 85 DECIBEL PIEZO ELECTRIC ALARM.** Automatically resets when hazardous condition has passed and chamber is clear.
- **TEST BUTTON.** Tests for sensitivity, circuitry, battery and alarm sounder.
- **5 YEAR GUARANTEE.** (Except battery)